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Thank you very much for your feedback that makes me very happy (really)
I'll try to answer some questions
For the state of my website I am willing to change some things but he must be decided by that agency and all
for everyone are agreements, then if a person see many people willing to propose to make the site better I
would see super happy because I'm not too strong in this kind of creation.
Then we will talk about creating sections on the forum dedicated
In terms of os4depot yes I know I do not uploade files on this depot here because I only have 128ko upload and
I'll upload my days and it takes me much more time than Simple ftp lequels I can pause and resume later
because my computers are not connected all day with me, and the last reason and that when I do updates it
makes me do a lot more handling and waiting.
KL or if another person offers to upload my work on OS4 depot I'll be ok but must first go through me before
starting this, thank you in advance.
I asked betatesteur be there some time but there was no result, because many normal betatesteur its already
present.
I do not want to be part of the dev team OS4 because I want it's still a passion for me, not an ordeal.
Then as I saw it, actually I'm not too active on the board when I'm on the forums to pass the time I do not code, I
simply chose not too waste my time on the forums and work, thank you for your understanding.
And I'm agreements with Hans it is time that I make a big break after the release of fba 2nd version rageos4x for
donors because you were so far 22 amigans who responded on this thread, it makes little people interested so
I'm going to put myself 100% on my next exam and my greatest passion that my family that I will be more
present.
Thank you thank you again for all your support and beautiful things we can all do together, mutual aid is
important between amigans
HunoPPC

